A numerical investigation of some of the asymptotic formulas in partitions is made. Comparisons with actual computed values show that in certain cases only the relative error tends to zero and the errors are significant. Only in the case of pk(n) is it found that only a few terms of the asymptotic series are sufficient to obtain the exact value.
1. Introduction. Let pk(n) be defined by fid -*T* = E Pk(n)x\ i=l n-0
In an earlier paper, Cheema and Haskell [2] obtained asymptotic results for pk(n). These results are useful in obtaining similar results for wt(«), the number of /c-line partitions of n. More recently, Gordon and Houten [5] derived the generating functions for bk(ri), the number of fc-line partitions of n, whose nonzero parts decrease strictly along rows, and extended their results to obtain the generating function for b(n), the number of plane partitions of n, whose nonzero parts decrease strictly along rows. They also derived generating functions for the number of /c-line and plane partitions under various other restrictions. MacMahon [7] had obtained the generating function for uk(n) and w(n), the number of /V-line and plane partitions of n, and Wright [12] obtained an asymptotic formula for u(n). Following a similar technique, Gordon and Houten [4] have obtained an asymptotic formula for b(ri). In this article, we make a numerical investigation of some of these asymptotic results.
The asymptotic results for b(n) or u(n), comparable in accuracy to those for p(ri) obtained by Hardy-Ramanujan-Rademacher, probably do not exist. Lehmer [8] investigated the asymptotic results for p(n) and showed that an1'2 terms of the series are sufficient so that the error will be less than \ in absolute value. The generating functions for b(n) or u(n) do not belong to the class of modular functions, thus making it impossible to obtain asymptotic formulas of the same type as that for p(n). Our comparison with actual values of b(n), /34(«), p2(n), p3(n) show certain interesting features. Results indicate that the error terms in the asymptotic formulas for bk(n) and b(n) are quite significant, and only the relative errors tend to zero as n tends to infinity. Our computations confirm that results similar to those of Lehmer [8] also hold for the series for ph(n). Lehmer obtained estimates like AQ(n) -0(q1/2+') for AQ(n). Similar estimates have been obtained for Aa(k, ri) by Agarwal and Gandhi [1] , with the extra condition that (k, q) = 1. If one could extend these estimates for all q, then the proof that an1'2 terms of the series for pk(ri) are sufficient so that the error will be less than \ in absolute value will follow. Actual computations show the number of terms required is even much smaller.
Generating Functions.
The generating functions for pk(n), u(n), uk(ri), b(n), and bk(n) are given by the following:
[k] and {k} denote the integer and fractional part of k.
3. Asymptotic Results. These are stated by the following:
For r ^ 12,
For 2/-+ 1 < 24, The coefficients ^"(n) = Aa(\, ri) first occurred in Hardy-Ramanujan's asymptotic series for p(n) and were studied by Lehmer [8] , Whiteman [10] , [11] , Rademacher [9] and others. Selberg discovered the formula (3.8) Summation is over integers / such that (/, 6) = 1 and I2 = 1 -24« (mod 24^) and \x\ denotes the integer nearest to x. Such a formula should also exist for Aa(k, ri). Gandhi [3] has studied Aa(k, ri) and has obtained some of their properties.
A table of AQ(n) for q ^ 18 was given by Hardy and Ramanujan [6] . It is easy to obtain a similar table for AQ(k, ri). For example, A^k, n) = 1, A2(k, n) = (-1)", Comparisons of exact values with those given by asymptotic formulas for b4(n) and b(n) indicate that the error in the asymptotic results are quite significant. However, in the case of p2(n) and p3(n), the asymptotic results are excellent. We were able to calculate the exact values of p2(5Q), p2(\00), />3(100), and p3(200) by the asymptotic formula. In fact, three terms of the asymptotic series gave the exact value of p2(50), while four terms were needed for p2(\00). For /73(100), four terms of the series were needed, while for p3(200) it took six terms. The double precision accuracy of twenty eight digits for the CDC 6400 was exceeded by p3(299). However, the asymptotic series after four terms gave p3(299) = 37464893330090346069484200521 which is larger than the exact value by only 14.
This value was not improved by using additional terms up to and including eighteen, which is not surprising as we think the error is in the first four terms and is due to the limit on the accuracy of double precision arithmetic on the CDC 6400.
The first six terms of the series for p3(200) are listed as are the first four terms of the series for /?2(100), together with their exact values in the following table. In the appendix, we give the exact values of bt(n), b(ri), p2(n) and p3(ri) for n ranging from one to fifty only. The complete table up to two hundred and ninety nine has been published on the microfiche card that accompanies this issue of the journal. All computations were made on the CDC 6400 at the University of Arizona Computing Center. 189A  2612  3592  A900  6656  8980  12077  16137  21A90  28A76  37600  A9A22  6A763  8A511  09953  A2539  8A2AA  37368  0A996  90688  99189  36059  8 08A89  10 25017  12 96595  16 36173  20 602A6  25 88AA0  32 A5381  AO 60519  50 7057A  63 19336  78 61151   1  1  2  2  A  5  7  10  1A  20  28  38  52  70  95  129  174  235  315  423  566  755  1007  1340 
